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FEEDBACK@SQUELCHED.COM
TO ADVERTISE, CALL (510) 642-7670
P.O. BOX 4788, BERKELEY, CA 94704

The 47 Things Every Freshman Should Know

APB, SDG, JO’C
1) Being ten minutes late for class is no problem; we call it “Berkeley time.”
2) Your Cal ID card can be used for one free rental at Blockbuster.
3-47) You can always ask for a take-home final exam instead of an in-class final. Professors must allow students ten minutes
of “facebook time” per hour. Bums on Telegraph want hugs more than they want money. The answer pattern for all multiple
choice exams in the Biology department is CACA. UCPD officers are legally required to give you a ride if you ask. In a pinch,
bus pass stickers can be used as birth control. Fire drills always end in orgies. As of this year, every restaurant in the Asian
Ghetto accepts Dining Plan points. Smoking marijuana is legal within city limits. The Tang Center doctors will always give you
a free sample box of Adderall, just say you forgot the coupon. Once a month a loud alert horn will sound, letting you know you
can go home early. Cocoa Crispies and Cocoa Puffs are actually the same cereal. Oski is played by a woman. If you steal the
RA’s pants you become the RA. The instrument at the top of the Campanile is called a carillon. The co-ops are a good cheap
alternative to smelling good. You can’t be arrested for a DUI if you’re asleep when the cop finds you. Everyone on your floor can
hear you singing along to Deathcab. Your boyfriend didn’t dump you because of the freshmen fifteen, he dumped you because
you’re annoying. If you can trick the Chancellor into saying his own name backwards you automatically get into Haas School
of Business. In an emergency, Rally Comm is fully trained to climb to the top of Barrows and fly the building away to safety.
All 8AM classes actually begin at 11. Three Fs make a B. Scantrons can only be filled in with number two pencils or SherwinWilliams house paint. Campus vending machines are free on the solstice. Otter Pops do not contain otters. CAL DINING is an
acronym. Dr. Jokèmon cannot be captured in a Jokèball. The Tang Center is named for its distinctive odor. Due to a software
bug, the millionth student to log into Telebears will be instantly transferred to Davis. The Daily Californian was originally
called the Yearly Arizonian, but the name was changed after their annual output was three-hundred-sixty-fippled and the
offices were moved from Pennsylvania. Mario Savio was bi. The moon is a harsh mistress. Asian girls have straight pubes. It
doesn’t matter where you’re going: take the 51. Anthropology majors give the best head. Engineering majors build the best
bridges. The city of Berkeley has only one fire truck, but it is two hundred feet long. Mary Poppins died in Wheeler. History 7A
and History 7B are actually the same class. 10% of you will be mugged this year. 5% of you will be sexually assaulted before
graduation. Cal Grants and Student Aid are at the lowest level they’ve ever been and tuition and fees are the highest. If you
finished this list in under thirty seconds you have fulfilled your R1A requirement.
Welcome to college, and yes, this will be on the test.
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Wal-Mart Enters into Heroin Retail Market
By John O’Connor, supporting local dealers
Wal-Mart today announced its
plans to begin selling heroin in its 1,146
Wal-Mart stores, 2,098 Supercenters, 567
SAM’S CLUBS and 107 Neighborhood
Markets in the United States.
“Wal-Mart sells a lot of shit, you
know? Well, why not heroin? That shit is
fuckin’ expensive too, we’re going to make
a killing. What’s the problem?” asked
Stephen Quinn, Wal-Mart’s Senior Vice
President of Marketing, while maniacally

laughing and viciously throttling an old man
that formerly ran a hardware store before
Wal-Mart forced him out of business.
“The problem is that selling heroin is
illegal,” said Michael Braun, the DEA’s Chief
of Operations. “Wal-Mart is delusional if it
thinks it can get away with this,” Braun said.

We’ve got 1.4 million employees worldwide
and we sell 16,000 guns a month. The DEA
has 400 agents and a yearly budget that’s less
than our daily sales of Kim Possible lunch
boxes. If we wanted to, we could buy and sell
Michael Braun’s mother and no one could
stop us.” Quinn then instructed his secretary
to buy and then sell Michael Braun’s mother.

Stephen Quinn flung his head back from
a pile of cocaine long enough to ask, “Are
those DEA bitches getting mouthy again?

Wal-Mart’s sales of Velvet Underground
albums have risen 200% since the
announcement.

Area Woman Clearly Wanted to be Raped, Murdered
By Mark Thomas, will probably deny he wrote this
Alameda Police have recently taken into custody a Mr. Les
Warner, confessed nymphokilliac and cannibal. Though charged
with over 50 different capital offenses, Warner was quick to release
a public statement claiming all of his actions stem from simple
misunderstandings.
“Well, wearing a dress like that—especially in her own
apartment—you could totally tell she wanted to get murdered and
have her bones turned into chairs. I mean c’mon people, it was as plain
as the look of fear on her face.”
Elaborating further on the event, Mr. Warner continued, “Her
voice, teeth, nails, and kicks may have said no, but her strappy
sandals told an entirely different story. Frankly, I don’t see why I’m
the one on trial... I mean, what? She woke up in the morning and put
on that halter-top because she DIDN’T want me to drown her in my
fish tank?”
As of this time it is unclear whether Warner himself is looking
forward to being raped and murdered at Chino State Penitentiary.

In Other News:
Iran Agrees to Nuclear Talks,
Bombings
Page A3

Lieberman Won’t Let Defeat
Stop His Mission of Groveling
Before Republicans
Page A7

4

Supreme Court Okays Gay
Marriage, Eating Babies

Oil Prices Drop, Cost of Barrels
Skyrockets

Page C13

Page B8
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Sports Quickies
Isiah Thomas Appoints His Horse Online Blackjack Player Leaves
President of Basketball Operations Window Open Overnight,
Local media was quick to question the surprise move, suggesting
Resulting In 2 Million Dollar Loss
the horse lacks both the experience and bathroom training
necessary to manage a major NBA franchise, but Thomas and the
horse refuted such concerns. When asked how the new deal would
impact the team’s salary cap woes, he struck his foot on the ground
twice then neighed. Thomas was then asked to sit down so the
horse could answer the question.

Tom Brady Once Again Appears in
Area Man’s Sex Dream
“So I like watching football in bed, I don’t see what the big deal
is,” he said. He then kissed his wife dispassionately and with little
enthusiasm.

Mighty Ducks “Mighty Gay” Says Guy
on Internet

“Fuck,” he was quoted as saying.

ESPN2 Merges All Programming
In an effort to fit in seven more early morning broadcasts
of Sportscenter, ESPN2 has announced the merger of its
Darts, Curling, Bowling, Dominos, Poker, Trick Pool Shots,
and Regular Pool Shots programs. The new show, entitled
“Who cares, it’s 2 AM and you’re drunk anyway,” has already
resulted in the deaths of three players due to dart-related
injuries. Meanwhile, a fourth clings to life with a mouth full
of dominos and an ass full of playing cards. When asked for
comment, ESPN2 rebroadcast that show where camels fight
each other.
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SQUELCH PARTY
REVIEWS

Want everyone
in Berkeley to know
that you throw the
crap-kickingest
parties in town?
How about having
an article about
your party in the
Heuristic Squelch?

finally providing you
with proof, in print, that
your social cock is the
thickest on the block.

Want the
SQUELCH
to review
YOUR party?

It’s the opportunity of a monthtime: The
Send an email to PARTY@SQUELCHED.COM
Squelch’s professional, courteous, drunk with the time and place, and we’ll be there to
Party Reviewologists will attend your
carry you to glory. This is not a joke.
party and write a review in our next issue,
August 2006 heuristic squelch



The Daily Californian
STyle GUiDe

Headlines:

Don’t give too much away. If your headline includes any actual information about the story it must have a spoiler
alert.

A Good Newspaper

The Daily Cal

Student Killed in
Hit and Run

Car and Freshman
Disagree

DERANGED DRIVER
AUTO-CIDES TEEN

ASUC Indicted on
Fraud Charges

Student Government
Participates in Judicial Matter

KIDS IN KOURT

President Rapes Wife;
Holds Pope at Knife Point

Executive Action Lends
Further Controversy

PREZ TO POPE: THE
BITCH LIKED IT

PHotograPHs:

The object of a newspaperatorial photograph is to blur the point of the article—both conceptually and optically.
Story: Iraq War Takes Emotional Toll on Bay Area Residents
Bad Image:

Good Image:

We at the Daily Cal understand that any story that can’t be illustrated with a picture of a dog on
Telegraph isn’t worthy of being told.

Quotes:

Institutions like the New York Times labor intensively to make sure their quotes are verbatim, but they have
things like tape recorders and journalistic pride.
The Daily Cal cares deeply about all our quotes. For instance, we always surround them with those little double
dash things, you know, they’re like double things, and you put them on each side of the stuff you make up?
Anyway, if you can’t remember exactly what someone said, just ill in the gaps with popular song lyrics or
advertising jingles.
Actual Quote: “This war isn’t about weak leadership. It’s about soldiers giving their lives for a country that
doesn’t seem to care.”
Daily Cal Quote: “This war isn’t about Hotdogs! Armour hotdogs. What kinds of kids love Armour hot
dogs? Fat Kids, Skinny Kids, Kids who died in Iraq.”
There, that’s everything you need to know to write for the Daily Cal. Now if you’ll excuse me, the Daily Cal staff and
I need to get back to doing what we do best: licking glue sticks and sexually pleasing dogs with our feet.
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PreSenTS:
What’s in the
Works at the

World’s Most Adorable Animals
Getting Smashed With Hammers
Get ready to see the world’s fuzziest cuties like
you’ve never seen them before: broken and
twitching beneath the cold blunt surface of a
sledge hammer.

The Science of Intelligent Design
Intelligent Design’s top scientists standing
silently in lab coats for half an hour. Mercifully,
there are many entertaining commercials.

Junkyard Wars: 3016
Watch as two teams rush to the NanoReplicator
in a competition to see who can more
quickly telepathically instruct the machine
to effortlessly produce anything they desire.
(British version)

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

Anatomy of a Hooker Bite
We’ll take you through the ins and outs of
what makes a hooker bite so dangerous both
to you and your marriage. Which hookers
are most likely to bite, and which ones will
leave marks that last a lifetime? Why do many
whores only bite once and then swim off
without attacking further? And what makes
these skanks think they can step to your shit
anyway? We’ll also clue you in to which is the
most dangerous bite of them all. Hint: it’s
those little tarts with braces.

TT

Top Ten Inappropriate Ways to
Mourn the Loss of a Stillborn Baby
10. Bicycle Honky-Horn
9. Mojitos
8. Just give Rip Taylor some confetti
and see what goes down
7. Anally
6. Bombing an abortion clinic
5. Bombing a fertility clinic
4. Just tossing it onto the pile and
trying again
3. Rapid fist pumps while yelling, “I’m
two for two baby!”
2. A surprise party with all its friends
1. Swearing a blood oath to exact
revenge upon the womb that killed it

TT

TT

TT
Top Ten Signs Your Roommate Is
Secretly Having Sex with Babies
TT using the phrase “If
10. Constantly
World’s Deadliest Loan Sharks
there’s grass on the field,
T go find a
Over the course of this kneecap-shattering
baby to have sex with.” T
hour you can watch with a mixture of horror
9. Sonogram pornography
and delight as we coerce a succession of
8. Immediately loses his hard-on
TT
hapless young Hollywood interns into taking
TT
upon learning
that the MTV show
out loans from all the big names in the loan
Cribs is about celebrity homes
shark biz. Marvel as the best in the business T7. Constantly bitching that his
physically torture our interns with classic
T is teething TT
girlfriend
techniques like the “Bend-over Belfast,” the
6. Recently came down with colic
“Tiajuana Prison Pinata,” and the “Knife in
the Eye.”

Survivorman: east new York
Discovery Channel’s fearless Survivorman
Les Stroud heads into the most dangerous
survival setting in the world: low income
housing. See as Les wrestles with food
stamps, avoids drug dealers, and tries to not
get shanked; he’s poor so you don’t have to be!
This fall, Les is More!

5. He’s got a cock the size of a
popcorn shrimp
4. Stole your girlfriend, who is a
really slutty baby
3. Keeps getting miraculously cured
of AIDS
2. Tests semen on his wrist before
feeding it to baby
1. You’re subpoenaed to testify
against your roommate in front
of a grand jury regarding child
molestation allegations

TT

TT

TT

TT
Top Ten Lamest Super Powers
10. Ability to see through glass
T
9. Power
T to give yourself any allergy
you want

8. Being able to turn into a giant fern
7. X-ray hearing
6. Turn any cancer from benign to
malignant
5. Rubber-bulletproof
4. Invisible Hair
3. Power to turn wine into pee
2. Everything except Kryptonite kills
you
1. The power to cloud bugs’ minds

TT

TT

TT

TT
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subscriptions
Want to subscribe to the Squelch? You can fill out and
mail in the following form, or just visit our web site:
www.squelched.com/sub.cfm
Every subscription comes with a bonus
set of six classic issues.
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P.O.Box 4788
Berkeley, CA 94704

New Jobs for
Hollywood
directors
By John O’Connor

In five years Hollywood will no longer
need directors thanks to advances in artificial
intelligence and the fact that movies like “You,
Me, and Dupree,” can gross $100 million. I
mean, Jesus Christ people, go read a book.

M. Night shyamalan,
Administrative Assistant
M. Night: [bringing in a large folder] I finished
the Myerson account, sir.
Boss: [taking the folder] Ah, excellent! Let’s
just take a...wait a second, all these pages are
blank! This client will be here in half an hour
and we have nothing to show for two months
of work?!
M. Night: GOTCHA! Oh man, you should have
seen the look on your face! No, really, here’s
the real file. [handing him another folder]
Boss: [calming] Oh, I get it. Good one,
Shyamalan, I’m not beyond a little goodnatured ribbing. Now, let’s see what we
have—[as he opens the folder he disturbs the
giant poisonous snake inside, which lashes out
and bites the boss on his upper lip]
M. Night: [pointing] GOTCHA!
Boss: OH GOD GET IT OFF! ITS FANGS ARE
PIERCING MY BRIDGEWORK!
M. Night: GOTCHA!

the wachowski brothers,
bakers
Boss: Larry, Andy, I’m sorry to call you in on
your day off but we need to talk.
Andy: What can we do for you?
Boss: Well, when I hired you two it was
entirely on the merit of your first batch of
muffins. Good Lord, those were fucking

fantastic muffins. I mean, really boys, topnotch muffins.
Larry: Thank you! We baked them on our
own with no help from anyone else.
Boss: So I hear. Well, there was a problem
with your second batch of muffins. It wasn’t
much like the first batch in that it was terrible.
And even though I ate all twelve, it felt like
those muffins never properly ended.
Andy: Oh, well, see, the thing about those
muffins—
Boss: Hang on. I’m not finished. Now I
thought the second batch of muffins was bad,
but nothing could prepare me for the third
batch. I don’t want to call them disgusting
culinary abortions, but I’m nearly positive
you ditched the flour and yeast and instead
used actual abortions.
Larry: No! You’ve got it all wrong, see we—
Boss: Ah fuckit. I’m not talking about your
muffins, I’m talking about those agonizing
Matrix sequels. You’re fired.

James: [getting a cup of coffee] What do you
mean?
Secretary: We thought you were dead! We
haven’t seen you in eight years! One day you
were doing excellent work, the next day you
were gone, just like that!
James: [sipping] Huh. Has it really been that
long? Well, I’m back now, and ready to work
again.
Secretary: B-b-but, you can’t just waltz back
into our office like that and—
James: [throwing his coffee at the secretary]
GOD! You’re all so fucking DEMANDING! If
anyone wants me, I’ll be on my submarine.

George lucas,
Mcdonald’s team Member
George: Welcome to McDonald’s, may I take
your order?
Customer: Oh, this is so satisfying.

James cameron,
tax Attorney
James: [walking into the office] Morning
everyone.
All: [shocked expressions, silence]
Secretary: Oh my God, James! Jesus, where
have you been?!
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Top Ten Great American
Pornographic Novels
10. The Rapes of Ass
9. Moby Dick II: The Dickening
8. The Age of Innocence is about
to come to a screeching halt
7. Uncle Tom’s Big Black Penis
6. Of Men and Men
5. To Blow a Cockingbird
4. The Red Vag of Courage
3. The Cum Also Rises
2. The Old Man and the Young
Man and the Other Old Man and
the Sea
1. The Great Gashby

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

Top Ten Things Eaten By a
Mechanical Man
10. Clock Tarts
9. Fission Chips
8. Gaso-Lean Cuisine
7. Gear Battered Onion Rings
6. Body and/or blood of
mechanical Christ
5. Nut ‘n Bolty
4. Jolly Iron Giant Canned Goods
3. Sproccoli
2. Slaws of Robotics
1. Tune-up-fish salad

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

Top Five Rejected MTV Show
Titles
5. Date My Mom’s Pimp
4. Pimp My Date’s Mom
3. Date My Mom, My Pimp
2. Mom, My Date’s Pimp!
1. Cat It Up a Little For The Camera

TT

TT

TT

Top Ten Alternative Uses for Teeth
10. Fist magnet
9. Plaque holder
8. Painful xylophone
7. Tasteless candy necklace
6. Redneck status symbol
5. Taping them to your vagina
and putting on a vagina monster
puppet show
4. Dice in back alley of dentists’
convention
3. Extra large sand
2. Oral sex emergency brake
1. There are no uses for teeth, now
stop crying!

TT

TT

TT

TT

1

TT

True Stories from
Clown Hospitals
San Francisco General Clown Hospital,
Emergency Room, 12:14 AM
Clown Nurse: [hurriedly wheeling in a patient
on a gurney] Incoming! Patient is a 34-yearold male clown, chest is collapsed from an
elephant dancing accident!
Clown Doctor: I need 400 CCs of Lemon
Meringue, STAT! Get his shirt off! Get that
shirt off too! Oh damnit, why do they wear so
many shirts?!
Clown Patient: [squeezing his red nose
furiously, which makes a wet sucking noise]
Clown Doctor: Fuck! Intubate him and get
him on the balloon animal respirator!
Clown Nurse: It’s not working! You’re losing
him, doctor!
Clown Doctor: Not tonight I’m not! [the
doctor administers CPR, the patient’s legs
comically kicking into the air with each
breath]
Clown Nurse: He’s...he’s gone, doctor. Let
him go.
Clown Doctor: Why? WHY? WHY, CLOWN
GOD? [pounds angrily on the patient’s chest,
each time causing a cute squeak]
New York Children’s Clown Hospital,
3:32 PM
Clown Doctor: Sorry to keep you waiting.
Billy, I have some not so good news.
Clown Child: [weakly smiling a nine year
old’s smile] I can take it doc, I’m a big boy.
Clown Doctor: [deep breath] It’s clowncer.
Clown Father: [gasping]
Clown Mother: [sobbing]
Clown Doctor: Here, Miss Jones. [pulling
out an incredibly long multi-colored
handkerchief]
Clown Child: [with a trembling lip] All my
rainbow-colored hair is going to fall out.
Clown Doctor: At least it’s not laughkemia.
St. Bozo’s, Morgue,
2:38 AM
Clown Detective: [lighting an exploding
cigarette while looking at the covered body] So,
what’s the deal?
Clown Coroner: [removing her three fingered

heuristic squelch August 2006

latex gloves] Binkles was murdered, and it fits
the profile of our mystery killer.
Clown Detective: [taking a deep drag,
then lighting another cigarette after the first
explodes] Yeah? How’s that?
Clown Coroner: [pointing] Smudged makeup
on the throat concealing bruises. Lacerations
to the knees, elbows, and over-sized buttons.
Obviously, Binkles struggled.
Clown Detective: [frustrated and angry] Put
him back in the deep-freeze.
Clown Coroner: Sure thing. [she tries to push
the morgue slab back into the locker, but the
victim’s huge red shoes keep smashing against
the top of the hatch]

Our Lady of Clownalupe, Miami,
4:18 PM
Clown Surgeon: [pushing open the office
door] You wanted to see me, ma’am?
Clown Hospital Director: [reviewing an xray showing a tiny bicycle inside someone’s
stomach] Yes, Jeremy, come in. Take a seat.
Something to drink? Seltzer? Diet Seltzer?
Clown Surgeon: Uhhh, coffee?
Clown Hospital Director: [stares at him
uncomprehendingly before sighing and moving
on] There’s no easy way to say this, so I’m just
going to say it. Jeremy, we discovered you
didn’t go to Yale clown medical school. Only
regular Yale medical school. You’re fired.
Clown Surgeon: [so shocked that his bowtie
begins spinning around, but it’s jerky and not
at all comedic] But..I..the..I..
Clown Hospital Director: Jeremy, you’re a
fine doctor but you’re an awful clown. Please,
just hit yourself with this resignation pie and
get out of here.

By John O’Connor

1. Put on pants.
2. Come to a meeting.
3. Take off pants (optional).
Meetings happen Wednesdays from 7-8 pm in 204 Wheeler. All are
welcome! There are free donuts!
What we need:
Writers
Graphic Designers and Layout Artists
Illustrators
Businessationalists and Marketeers
Lackeys, Flunkeys, Groupies, Hangers-On, and other assorted well-wishers.
No skill? No problem! No talent? Okay! Poor blader control? uh...
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Co-ed Dormitory
Bathrooms:
Tips for the
Frightful
Freshman!
By Brandon Plush
Remember when you were five years old and you had to learn to poop while 20 other
girls and boys all sat around watching you do it? Sure, life in the commune was tough,
but now you’re at university where you can relive your old bathroom neuroses and create
brand new ones!

Taking Your First Public Dump
Good Idea: Imagine yourself alone in a
beautiful green field, free from distraction.
In the distance a waterfall trickles peacefully,
occasionally interrupted by falling rocks
Bad Idea: Imagine yourself locked in a
factory, sentenced to a lifetime of welding
shut jars of refried beans
Awesome Idea: Imagine yourself frolicking
in a beautiful green field and then taking a
dump on a girl’s chest
Having Your Towel Stolen
While Showering
Good Idea: Wait until 2:15 in the morning
and sneak back to your dorm room
Bad Idea: Start crying. Drop out of school
Awesome Idea: Stealthily, slip into the
bathroom stall and use the toilet paper to
create a disguise. Come out yelling, “I’M
THE MUMMY!” or alternately, “I’M VERY
BADLY INJURED!”
Disposing of Waste
Good Idea: Flush
Bad Idea: Drink
Awesome Idea: Purée

TT

Top Ten Pieces of Advice That A
Less Creepy Little League Coach
Wouldn’t Have Given Me
10. “It’s OK, you tried your hardest
and I’ll come next time.”
9. “Who knew that team was an
anagram for meat?”
8. “Drop and give me head.”
7. “Squat thrusts prevent mushytushy.”
6. “Give him all you got team!”
5. “The three best jobs I ever had
were scoutmaster, catholic priest,
and pediatric fistfucker.”
4. “Keep your eye on the ball. Keep
your other eye on my moustache.”
3. “Yeah, suck it... suck that orange
slice.”
2. “I got boner powers.”
1. “Not if you’re an un-registered
sex offender!”

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT
Top Five Questions to Which
“Jizz” Probably Isn’t The Ideal
Talking with Half-Naked Girls
Answer T
Tstuff on the TT
in the Bathroom
5. “What’s all this
Good Idea: Ask her how she thinks her TEucharist?”
TTof
T
classes are going
4. “In an essay of 2000 words
less:
What
were
the
primary
causes
Bad Idea: Ask her how she thinks your
raging erection is going
Awesome Idea: Maintain such a high level
of sparkling, witty, insightful repartee that
she doesn’t realize you followed her into the
shower
Reading Material
Good Idea: Sports Illustrated
Bad Idea: Herpes Illustrated
Awesome Idea: The labia tattoos in the
next stall

People Having Noisy Sex
in the Next Shower
Good Idea: Pretend they aren’t having sex
Bad Idea: Pretend you are having sex
Awesome Idea: Pretend you are having sex
with three people
Being Drunk
Good Idea: Vomit quietly with the stall
door closed
Bad Idea: Pick a fight with the soap
dispenser
Awesome Idea: Win

of the Panic of 1983 and how were
they resolved?”
3. “What does the ‘J’ in ‘PB&J’ stand
for?”
2. “What did you get me for
Secretary’s Day?”
1. “What’s an American musical
art form characterized by
improvisation, polyrhythms and
syncopation?”

TT

TT

TT

TT

Top Ten Rejected First Drafts
for the Chorus Line of 50 Cent’s
“Bitch Get In My Car”
10. Prithee, bitch, mount my steed
9. Mitch, you’ve gone too far
8. Would you get in my car, bitch
7. Bitch, get out of my dreams
6. Pirate bitch, get in my carrrrr
5. It’s the motherfucking office
carpool, bitch
4. Bitch, get in my car please
3. Would you could you in my car,
bitch
2. Bitch, loan me bus fare
1. Car, get in my bitch

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT
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They say write what you
know, and people will read
it. So why is no one buying
my novel about arson?

When the doctor tells you that
you have cancer, and you say
you want a second opinion,
don’t tell her it’s because she’s
menstruating.

TT

Top Ten Sunniest Things About
Unicorns
10. Their gossamer mane
9. Their muzzle, heather-scented and
sweet like a thousand childhood
memories
8. The way they gently feed on a
bushel of dreams
7. The comfort and understanding in
their soft, grey eyes
6. The clip-clop of their hooves as
they speed you safely away from
Uncle’s
5. The whisper-light tickle of friendly
Unicorn tongues
4. Their rhythmic snoring in a bed of
rainbows and honey bees
3. Their kindness toward even the
most surly bumblebee
2. The gentle tick-tock thump of
Unicorn hearts ‘neath their glossy
coat.
1. They don’t mind the stain when
you get your first period

TT

TT

TT

If I were a pirate, I wouldn’t
bury my gold. I’d spend it
on a decent life
insurance plan. Because
being a pirate is dangerous.

If dolphins are so smart,
why are they always
getting hit by my depth
charges?

Sometimes you have to ask
yourself, “What kind of god
would create the
mosquito?” And then you
realize, a mosquito god.

The Portuguese
have a word for
horse.

As my mentor lay dying in my
arms, I hoped that he might
share one last piece of wisdom
with me. But I guess he was
pretty pissed that I’d stabbed
him.

If you ever get caught
masturbating, just stand up
slowly and announce loudly
“Thank god that fire’s out!” or
alternately, “Damn, I’ll never
start a fire this way.”
Use context to determine which
is most appropriate.

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

Top Five Famous S&M Movie
Quotes
5. “There’s no crying in the pain
drawer!”
4. “Love means never having to say
the safety word.”
3. “Mrs. Robinson, you’re trying to
asphyxiate me, aren’t you?”
2. “Of all the windowless vans parked
in all the alleys in all the world, she
walks into mine.”
1. “Say hello to my little friend! Hold
on, let me take his mask off.”

TT

TT

TT

TT

TT

WHAT If EVERYTHINg
IN THE WORLd
WORkEd LIkE

NES
T
T
SEX

TT

Cartridges?

Guy: Damn, I just can’t get it
working.
Girl: I guess I better blow on it.

Discount
Wisdom

TT

TT

SEX PART II
Guy: It’s still not working.
Girl: Ok, let me try jamming
a Q-tip soaked with rubbing
alcohol into it.

TT

TT
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ThiS WEEK iN rEviEWS
Customer Review
1 of 1 people found the following review helpful:
= Durability
= Fun
= Educational
Most enjoyable, June 3, 2006
Reviewer: Henry “Hank” Sanders (Chesapeake, VA) - See all my reviews

= Overall

I bought this horse on December 18th. Just to be safe, I got the two-day shipping. After four days
and no horse I just went out and got a horse at Wal-Mart. When I got home, the Amazon horse
was there. I tried to send it back but they said I couldn’t because I already fucked it. Anyway, the
Amazon horse is vastly superior to the Wal-Mart horse in all areas…coat sheen, vaginal moisture,
and lack of kicking. My one complaint is that the step stool the horse came with wasn’t tall
enough, so my kids couldn’t fuck the horse so I had to go out AGAIN to the store and get another
step stool. To cut a long story short, they loved it.

Road

and

HoRse Magazine

Few horses have a richer history
of horse-fucking excitement than the
Ford Mustang. Ford’s decision to bring
the stallion back into full production has
been met by the excited rallying cries of
enthusiasts and amateur horse fuckers
alike. After spending ten thousand miles
and fourteen thousand penetrations
with the new Mustang, we have some
thoughts on it.
Pros: There’s only one word to describe
this horse: fast. One second you’re
putting the keys in, and the next second
you’re balls-deep and hanging on for

dear life.
Cons: The stock oil pump is weak and
can’t keep the horse properly lubricated.
We suggest manually changing the
horse’s oil not every 3000 miles as the
manual suggests, but every time you
fuck the horse.
Final Verdict: The Mustang is back and
it’s the best Mustang yet. It may not be
Ferrari’s prancing pony, but you can’t
beat this horse’s performance for the
price. Unless you want to beat it while
fucking it, in which case we recommend
buying the optional warranty.

Feedback Received
Comment
A++++++ FAST HORSE! WOULD FUCK AGAIN.

From

Date/Time

Catie_the_Great

Aug-22-06 16:44

HArry’s reviews

Harry Burbles Over FUCKING A HORSE!!!
Hey folks, Harry here. So just like every morning, my iancé was helping me pick Funyuns out of my
beard when the phone rang. I couldn’t answer it because my Rascal wasn’t charged… but when I inally
checked my messages, you won’t BELIEVE what I heard!!!
For as long as I can remember Guillermo del Toro has been telling me about how much he’d love to fuck
a horse. So when he invited me to his new ranch, you better BELIEVE I booked three seats on a plane
and packed my bag full of travel butter.
By the time I arrived, Steve Buscemi and Wes Anderson had already fucked the horse, but I wasn’t
gonna let SLOPPY THIRDS or my crippling obesity keep me from enjoying myself!!!
Slowly and carefully, with Guillermo’s brilliant direction, I mounted Shasta. What can I say? WOW.
JUST WOW. When it was all over, I WEPT openly as I was was forklifted over to my laptop to write my
impressions.
Now some of you out there are gonna love this and some of you are gonna hate this, but if you come in
with
right attitude,squelch
I promise you’ll
have 2006
a GREAT time fucking a horse!!!!
August
18theheuristic

BACK TO SCHOOL
Oversized Lollipop
The candy that no
nubile young child can
turn down!
$2.99

E
L
A
S
Windowless White Van
For going to school!
$3999.99

Clown Costume

Chloroform

Children love
clowns, and
clowns LOVE
children!
$59.99

Kidz Bop Vol. 10

Kids can’t resist these
peer-sung pop ballads any
more than they can resist
someone with two feet and
a hundred pounds on them!
$12.99

$19.99

Buy
t
bott wo
l
get es,
the
rag
FRE
E!

Children’s
Rope
$2/foot

It’s an EVERYTHING MUST GO SALE!

Everything must go, because I can’t take it back to prison with me!
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